COLOR CHART
Professional Quality
Sports Surfacing
Colors are as accurate as possible.
Slight variations may occur due to job site conditions,
mixing proportions and installation methods.
Custom colors are available upon request.

Forest Green

Grass Green
Grey

Medium Green
Beige

Dark Green
Red

Dark Blue
Burgundy
Custom colors
available upon
request

Royal Purple

Light Blue

Pro Blue
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MASTERS ROME

Masters Montreal

Masters 8,
Float and Indoor

MASTERS 5

Cushion Court

Cushion Plus

MASTERS COLOR

SKATE ON

PRODUCT
FEATURES

COLOR

HARDCOURT

Uv stable colors
Slip resistant, injury reduction
Long lasting, recoatable
Glare resistant
Environmentally friendly, no heavy metals or
solvents
Specifically designed for demanding sports traffic
(in-line skates, etc.)
Cushioned system
1 Year warranty
5 Year warranty
Designed for existing substrates with cracks
or imperfections
Excellent force reduction /cushion level 10%+
Outstanding force reduction / cushion level 14%+
Premium force reduction /cushion level 20%+
Superior force reduction /cushion level 60%+
Structurally reinforced playing surface
Uses a wood subfloor system for superior shock
absorption
Versatile and can be used for retrofits, new
installations, overlays
Us
as
sy

Use for events and as temporary surface system

The Laykold® family of systems are acrylic sports surfaces that can be customized
to achieve the desired performance, playability and appearance, making it an incredibly
cost-effective way to breathe new life into asphalt or concrete surfaces. Low
maintenance and resurfacing costs can extend a court’s playing life or transform it
completely.
Laykold® is the official surface of the Miami Open and has been since 1984. It is a popular
choice for community-funded facilities as they find new ways to increase utilization
and physical activity. Laykold® is used in premier tennis facilities across the world and
is also widely used for Pickleball courts, all weather basketball courts, game courts and
in-line skating.
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Laykold® is manufactured in our ISO9001 and 14001 certified factory
in Harmony PA. APT Corp is a global leader in the development and
manufacture of innovative, high performance and environmentally friendly
sports and recreational surfacing systems. The complete range includes
synthetic grass for every application as well as polyurethane-based surfaces
for running tracks, indoor gymnasium flooring and children’s playgrounds.

